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1. Introduction

that were previously inaccessible to experimental studies.
How long does it take for an electron to tunnel through a
classically forbidden barrier? How long does it take to photoemit an electron from an atom, molecule or solid surface?
How do the electrons in a solid transiently respond to an
ultrafast – potentially THz to PHz – modulation through an
applied electric field? While the former questions are of a
fundamental nature, the latter also has direct consequences
for the ultimate limits to electronic device performance.
In the following, we will review the state of attosecond science of solid systems. We illustrate its capabilities based on
our recent work on optical-field-driven electron dynamics in
dielectrics. Before presenting our overview and findings, we
provide a brief introduction of the tools and techniques used
in this type of research.

The field of experimental attosecond science started in
2001 with the first successful characterization of attosecond
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) bursts of radiation by two independent teams [1, 2]. Attosecond science is a sub-domain
of ultrafast science that uses short laser pulses to time-resolve some of the fastest processes in nature. Given that
the lightest and fastest nuclei vibrate with a 8 fs period in
ground-state molecular hydrogen, it becomes evident that
nuclear motion is essentially frozen on attosecond time
scales. As a result, one may ask what kind of attosecond dynamics remains to be observed in this case? It is the motion
of electrons, the lightest constituents of matter, that unfolds
in this domain.
Due to the technical complexity of attosecond experiments,
early studies concentrated on gas phase systems and, in
particular, on rare gas atoms. These experiments helped to
improve our understanding of the dynamics of light-induced
ionization processes, ranging from single-photon ionization
to tunnel ionization. In recent years, the field expanded to
molecules, the liquid phase and solids.
Similar to the insights ever improving microscopy tools yielded on the structure of matter, attosecond science provides
a close-up view of ultrafast dynamics in the time domain.
Processes that can be approximated as instantaneous in
other regimes have to be revisited and theoretical models
have to be refined accordingly. New questions can be asked

2. Attosecond light pulses
In order to perform optical time-resolved spectroscopy with
attosecond resolution, one needs to generate attosecond
light pulses. This is done starting from an amplified femtosecond pulse in the infrared. In the most common implementation, this pulse is focused into a rare-gas jet inside a
vacuum chamber. With a focused laser peak intensity on the
order of 1014 W/cm2, the electric field component of the electromagnetic wave forming the infrared pulse reaches a peak
field strength that becomes comparable to the inner-atomic
binding forces. As a result, the laser can strong-field ion-
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Figure 1: Attosecond pulse generation.
a) Three-step model of high-harmonic generation. The laser field tunnel-ionizes an
atom by deforming its Coulomb potential
(green lines). The liberated electron is then
accelerated in the electric field of the laser
pulse and with a certain probability recombines with the parent ion. Excess energy
is emitted as a high-energy photon upon
recombination.
b) Classical electron trajectories in oscillating laser field (solid red line). Only trajectories emerging within a quarter-cycle
with decreasing amplitude return the parent ion (positioned on the horizontal axis).
The color code of the trajectories encodes
recollision energies (blue: high energy, red:
low energy).
c) The process illustrated in a) and b) repeats for each half-cycle of the oscillating
electric field. The arrows indicate the attosecond pulses that are emitted by recombination of electrons ionized around their
origin. For a few-cycle pulse (right), the
highest photon energies (marked by blue
circle) are only generated for the electrons
accelerated by the strongest half-cycle.
High-pass filtering can therefore suppress
all other attosecond pulses generated within this pulse.
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able to interrogate the dynamics started by the pump, the
two pulses need to couple through an optical nonlinearity.
In linear optics, the two pulses would just superimpose with
no way for the probe to time-gate the response to the pump.
The need for an optical nonlinearity represents a particular
challenge at the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) photon energies
of the attosecond pulses. In general, optical nonlinearities
are found to be small in that region of the electromagnetic
spectrum compared to the visible or infrared domain. At the
same time, the intensity of the attosecond pulses is comparably low because of the inefficient HHG process. As a consequence, most attosecond experiments rely on a two-color
configuration where one of the two pulses is an intense infrared pulse with femtosecond duration while the other is the
rather weak attosecond pulse. Which of the two assumes
the role of the pump and which one is the probe depends on
the specific experiment.
Attosecond spectroscopic techniques either record electron
or optical spectra. In the former case, the energetic XUV
photons of the attosecond pulse ionize a target. The resulting photoelectrons interact with the intense infrared probe.
In the attosecond streak camera, the photoelectrons are accelerated or decelerated by the electric field of the infrared
[1]. The final electron energy depends on the timing of the
ionization event with respect to the probe. Compared to the
field-free case, the electron energy is shifted up or down by
the vector potential of the infrared pulse at the time of ionization (Fig. 2a). The electron spectra measured as a function
of pump-probe delay correspond to the cross-correlation of
the electron wavepacket created by the XUV pulse and the
infrared vector potential. If transition matrix elements can be
considered constant across the XUV spectrum, the electron
wavepacket is essentially an energy-shifted replica of the
XUV pulse. The attosecond resolution is maintained in this
experiment despite the femtosecond duration of the probe
because the measurement process is sensitive to the infrared field oscillations that show considerable variation on
sub-femtosecond scales.
Using the same setup of the attosecond streak camera with
attosecond pulse trains leads to a somewhat different result.
If the infrared probe is derived from the same laser driving the HHG process, then the APT is formed by harmonics separated by twice the infrared photon energy (because
only odd-order harmonics are generated). Photoelectrons
created by the APT adopt its energetic structure. When interacting with the infrared probe, the photoelectrons created
from a given harmonic can now absorb or emit an additional
infrared photon. This brings the electron energy right in the
middle between two adjacent harmonics. Because this final
energy can be reached through the lower harmonic and absorption of an infrared photon as well as through the higher
harmonic and emission of an infrared photon, interference
between these two quantum mechanical pathways will occur (Fig. 2b). The interference on these so-called sidebands
between the original harmonics modulates as a function of
pump-probe delay. This method is referred to as reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon
transitions (RABBITT, [2, 11]).
How does one use the attosecond streak camera or RABBITT to resolve, for example, the attosecond dynamics of
ionization processes? We can do so by performing measurements on either different ionization pathways of the same

ize the atoms. The liberated electrons are still exposed to
the oscillatory electric field of the optical pulse. As the electric-field vector changes its direction with the optical oscillation, the electron can be accelerated back towards its parent
ion, where it may recombine with a certain probability. Upon
recombination, the excess energy gained by the electron
during the acceleration cycle is emitted as a high-energy
photon. This entire three-step process is known as high-order harmonic generation (HHG), which is also schematically illustrated in Figure 1a) [3-6]. For a pulse consisting of
many field oscillation cycles, the process repeats for each
sufficiently intense oscillation-half-cycle. As a consequence
of this periodicity, the emitted radiation is found only at
odd-order multiples of the initial infrared frequency. These
harmonics can reach to very high orders due to the non-perturbative nature of this mechanism. A near-infrared driving
laser centered at a wavelength of 800 nm (1.55 eV photon energy) will easily produce HHG radiation up to 80 eV
(16 nm wavelength) or more. At first sight counterintuitively,
a longer-wavelength driving laser can produce even higher
energy photons at similar peak intensity, with record results
reaching well beyond 1 keV [7]. The reason for this lies in
the longer acceleration phase an electron experiences in a
more slowly oscillating field.
The high-harmonic radiation is emitted in a coherent laser-like beam. The temporal structure of the emitted light is
intrinsically attosecond. This can be intuitively understood
when looking at the classical electron trajectories in the oscillating laser field. Only trajectories emerging during the
falling quarter-cycle will actually return to the parent ion (Fig.
1b). Trajectories starting at other instances lead away from
the ion. At 800 nm a full field oscillation cycle lasts 2.7 fs. A
confinement of the emission to a quarter-cycle therefore already results in a sub-femtosecond pulse. The exponential
field-strength dependence of the ionization probability leads
to a further temporal confinement [8]. The shortest pulses to
date have been measured at ETH Zürich and had a duration
of 43 as [9].
If the driving infrared pulse consists of many comparably
intense oscillation cycles, then a burst of attosecond pulses
with half-infrared-cycle periodicity is generated. This burst is
referred to as an attosecond pulse train (APT) [2] (Fig. 1c).
If the HHG process is driven by a few-cycle pulse, however,
the highest photon energies are produced only during the
most intense half-cycle. With appropriate high-pass filtering
and control of the relative phase between pulse envelope
and carrier wave [10], a single attosecond pulse can be isolated [1] (Fig. 1c). An isolated attosecond pulse (IAP) has
a continuous spectral power density, whereas an APT is
formed by discrete harmonic peaks in the spectral domain.
Both regimes are used in attosecond experiments.
3. Attosecond spectroscopy
The next ingredient to an attosecond experiment is a measurement technique that can exploit the short pulses generated through the above process to yield the desired temporal
resolution. For their temporal resolution, ultrafast spectroscopic techniques typically rely on at least a pair of ultrashort
optical pulses. One pulse (the so-called ‘pump’) initiates the
dynamics one wants to measure, while a second pulse (the
‘probe’) probes the evolving system as a function of relative
delay between the two pulses. For the probe pulse to be
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Figure 2: Attosecond measurement methods.
a) Attosecond streak camera. The attosecond pulse
(blue) ionizes the target and produces a corresponding
electron wavepacket. The resulting electron spectrum
(violet) is modulated by the infrared laser (red). The
electrons are shifted up or down by the infrared vector
potential (green) at the instant of ionization. Recording
these shifted spectra as a function of delay between
the attosecond and the infrared pulse yields a streak
camera trace as shown on the right.
b) RABBITT. The final continuum state |2q> can be
reached by either absorbing a photon from harmonic
2q-1 and one infrared photon or by absorbing a photon from harmonic 2q+1 and emitting one infrared photon. The resulting quantum-path interference leads to
modulations in sidebands in-between the electrons that
were freed by only absorbing a harmonic photon. An
example RABBITT trace is shown on the right.
c) Example of an attosecond dynamics measurement.
If one wants to clock the timing of two different ionization pathways, one records streaking or RABBITT traces from both pathways simultaneously. A timing difference in the pathways manifests itself in a relative delay
or phase shift between the two traces.

c)

probe delay. The measurement in the absence of the pump
yields the static reference for the optical properties of the
sample if the process being studied has not been initiated.
Any change in probe transmission observed when the pump
is present must then be due to the induced dynamics. The
actual dynamics is then observed by monitoring how the
induced absorption change evolves as a function of pumpprobe delay. If, for example, the pumped process transfers
population that fills the final state of the probe transition, one
would observe an increased probe transmission as fewer
vacancies remain that can be populated by the probe. As the
transferred population decays, vacancies become available
again at sufficiently large delay of the probe to the pump.
Transient absorption spectroscopy is a classical, well-established technique in the femtosecond domain and has been
transferred to attosecond experiments around 2010 [13-15].
It should be noted that attosecond spectroscopic techniques
can measure either electron or photon spectra with high energy resolution while maintaining attosecond pump-probe
delay steps. An often found misconception is that this simultaneous high resolution in delay and energy is in conflict
with the time-energy uncertainty. It is important to realize
that we measure the spectra with a time-integrating detector
as a function of relative delay between the pump and probe
pulses rather than as a function of real time. A single de-

system (e.g. from two different initial states) or on different
systems (e.g. ionization from the ground state of two different atomic species). If ionization happens more slowly in
one case than in the other, the respective timing difference
will manifest itself as a delay or phase shift between the
data sets from the two pathways or systems (Fig. 2c). If the
measurement is taken against a known reference, then the
absolute timing of the ionization dynamics can be extracted
[12]. A known reference can be a simple atomic system for
which the ionization dynamics can be obtained with reasonable accuracy from theory. A more detailed analysis shows
that the attosecond streak camera and RABBITT data provide within sampling constraints the full energy-dependent
phase of the electron wavepacket created in the ionization
event. This phase encodes the dynamics of the process.
Another important spectroscopic technique besides the electron-detecting streak camera and RABBITT is the all-optical
attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS, [1315]). In this case, the infrared beam serves as a pump and
initiates electron dynamics. The attosecond pulse probes
these dynamics through resulting changes in the optical
properties of the samples: either an increase or decrease of
optical absorption. For this purpose, the optical spectrum of
the transmitted attosecond pulse is recorded with and without the presence of the pump and as a function of pump13
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lay scan is therefore composed of individual measurements
from many separate laser shots. Delay and energy are not
conjugate quantities and therefore no uncertainty limitation
applies in this case. The energy uncertainty arising from the
short time duration of the involved pulses manifests itself,
however, in their broad spectral bandwidth and the resulting
low spectroscopic selectivity for addressing, for example,
energetically closely spaced states with the pump pulse.

the surface and emission into the vacuum. This three-step
model of photoemission is, of course, only an approximation
of a true quantum mechanical description and it is known
to fail under certain circumstances. With one notable exception [19], the experiments performed so far could satisfactorily be explained considering only the transport part of
the three-step model. When do the other two steps need to
be included and when does this three-step picture of photoemission fail altogether to properly describe the dynamics?
Both, attosecond streak camera as well as RABBITT, use
a relatively intense infrared pulse to probe the dynamics.
Past experiments show no evidence for the electron dynamics in the crystal to be modified through interaction with the
infrared beam. This is not expected to hold universally. In
particular for non-metallic samples, the infrared will deeply
penetrate the crystal and expose the electrons to high light
intensities already in the bulk. How does this infrared field
interact with the crystal and its electronic structure? Can we
still use the macroscopic laws of optics to describe experiments that probe dynamics on atomic spatial and temporal
scales? While the Fresnel laws of optics that describe the
reflection and transmission of optical waves at an interface
were found to still hold on these scales for noble metals [20],
it is an open question how well this finding transfers to other
material classes.

4. Attosecond photoemission spectroscopy of solids
The first attosecond experiments on solids were using the
attosecond streak camera and later also RABBITT to resolve
the photoemission dynamics from solid surfaces [16, 17].
The first streak camera experiments measured the timing
between electrons photoemitted from the conduction band
of a W(110) crystal with respect to electrons from the localized tungsten 4f core states [16]. RABBITT experiments
on Au(111), Ag(111) and Cu(111) added energy resolution
to the timing information and provided absolute delays calibrated against photoemission from argon atoms, which can
be reasonably well calculated from theory [17, 18]. While
the delays observed in previous experiments were consistent with assuming that the photoemission dynamics is dominated by ballistic transport of quasi-free electrons over an
inelastic mean-free path to the surface, the RABBITT experiments revealed evidence for band-structure effects in the
observed energy-dependence of the delays [18].
While our understanding of photoemission dynamics from
solid surfaces is improving rapidly, many important questions remain open. Presently, the dynamics is interpreted in
a three-step process that consists of excitation, transport to

5. Attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy of solids
The attosecond streak camera and RABBITT measure photoelectrons that are emitted from within few atomic layers
from the solid-vacuum interface. As such, these methods
are intrinsically surface sensitive. The optical absorption
measured with attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS), on the other hand, happens in the bulk of a material. ATAS therefore complements the above attosecond
tool set for solid samples. While we covered the electron
spectroscopy only briefly, we will give a more detailed view
on ATAS and its application to different classes of solids.
As described in Section 3, in ATAS the infrared pulse assumes the role of the pump while the attosecond XUV pulse
probes the induced absorption modifications. In the case of
a solid, the pump serves as an external electric field that
oscillates at optical frequencies and thus rapidly drives the
electrons in the bulk. A question that immediately arises is
whether the transient response, i.e., the direct sub-femtosecond to few-femtosecond reaction of the electronic system, is dominated by electrons being driven within their
bands or by induced transitions to other bands (Fig. 3). We
will address this question with experiments on two different
material classes that differ strongly in their bandgap, leading to non-resonant and resonant excitation by the infrared
pump, respectively.
For the large-bandgap, non-resonant case, we performed
ATAS on 50-nm thick polycrystalline diamond films [21]. The
thickness of the sample is dictated by the short absorption
length of the attosecond XUV radiation in this material. A
schematic of the used setup is shown in Figure 4a). The
gas jet is used for performing a simultaneous attosecond
streak camera measurement on Neon atoms. The streaking
data serves as a reference to determine the exact timing

Figure 3: Intra- and inter-band dynamics. The illustration shows
few selected sub-bands of the bandstructure of diamond. The horizontal red arrows represent infrared field driven intra-band electron motion (1) while the vertical arrows indicate inter-(sub-)band
transitions induced by the infrared (2). The violet arrow shows the
probe transition used in the ATAS experiment. The numbers on the
right label individual sub-bands. The intermediate sub-bands 3-8
are not shown. (Figure reproduced from [21])
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Figure 4: Attosecond transient absorption experiment in diamond.
a) Experimental configuration. The Ne gas jet and the electron
time-of-flight spectrometer are used to characterize the pump and
probe pulses and provide the delay reference. b) While multi-photon absorption of the infrared pump can excite carriers into the conduction band, they are energetically well separated from the den-

sity-of-states probed by the attosecond XUV pulse. c) Transient
absorption data (color scale indicates change in absorbance) from
experiment (left) and ab initio theory (right). d) Even a very simple
analytical two-band model captures the observed ‘V’-shaped dispersion in the induced absorbance modulations. (Figures adapted
from [21])

between the pump and the probe pulse. A simplified band
diagram with the involved sub-bands is shown in Figure 3.
It shows that the probe transition is from the bottom of the
valence band high into the conduction band. The infrared
pump photon energy is not enough to excite electrons from
the valence to the conduction band. However, multi-photon
transitions from the top of the valence band to the bottom
of the conduction band may occur due to the relatively high
infrared intensity (~1012 W/cm2). Given that they are energetically well separated from the probe transition, they do
not affect the measured ATAS signal (Fig. 4b).
The striking feature in the measured ATAS data are rapid
oscillations of the absorption at twice the frequency of the
infrared pump light. At the same time, the oscillations exhibit a ‘V’-shaped dispersion with the apex of the ‘V’ lying at
about 43 eV. To understand the observations, we performed
time-dependent density functional theory. These ab initio
calculations reproduce the qualitative signature of the measured signal well (Fig. 4c). Through an orbital decomposition
and systematic elimination of unimportant sub-bands we
were able to reduce the theory to only two dominating subbands (Fig. 4d) while maintaining the main features of the
ATAS trace. Given that we only have two sub-bands left and
considering the energetics, it follows that the infrared pump
pulse can only drive electron motion within those bands

while the attosecond pulse probes this dynamics through a
transition between the two remaining bands. From this we
conclude that the transient response of our diamond sample
to an infrared optical field is dominated by intra-band motion
rather than inter-band transitions. The observed signatures
can be explained through the dynamical Franz-Keldysh effect which was previously observed with terahertz pump
and optical probe pulses [21-23].
Considering the large bandgap of diamond, our findings
might not be that surprising. How does the situation change
if we replace the diamond sample with a 100-nm-thick
crystalline GaAs membrane [24]? GaAs has a direct band
gap (~1.42 eV) that is sufficiently small for a single infrared pump photon (Eph ≈ 1.55 eV) to promote electrons from
the valence to the conduction band. Given that we kept the
infrared intensity about the same as in the diamond experiment, one would intuitively expect that such single-photon
transitions dominate the response of the material by far. In
GaAs, the large bandwidth of the attosecond XUV pulse allowed probing the top of the valence band and the bottom of
the conduction band simultaneously with a transition originating from the atomic As 3d level.
The ATAS data measured in GaAs are shown in Figure 5a).
The induced absorption shows again rapid modulations at
twice the infrared frequency. An important difference com15
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pared to the diamond case is that the induced absorption
now has a lasting tail towards positive delays. This is due
to the fact that the infrared can now transfer real population in the probed energy region, which was not possible
for diamond. This population thermalizes and decays again
on time scales much longer than the few femtoseconds
being probed here. Again we first simulate the system with
time-dependent density functional theory and then try to
capture the main features of the conduction band dynamics
with a simplified model. In the case of GaAs, a three-band
model reproduces the observed features reasonably well.
In this model, the probe transition occurs from the energetically lowest band to the highest band and the pump drives
transitions between the mid-energy band and the highest
band. The model thus includes the As 3d state, a valence
band and a conduction band.
In this simplified model, we can selectively switch intra-band
and inter-band processes on and off (Fig. 5b). By definition,
only inter-band transitions can create a lasting population
of real carriers in the conduction band. Rather counterintuitively, however, it is found that the transient response of
the sample (i.e. the few-femtosecond overlap region of the
pump and probe pulses) is still dominated by intra-band
dynamics despite the infrared pump pulse now driving the
valence-to-conduction-band transition resonantly. A further
inspection of the model also reveals that while intra-band
electron motion alone cannot inject carriers into the conduction band, the coupling of intra-band motion and inter-band
transitions leads to a three-fold enhancement of the number

of injected carriers compared to a situation with inter-band
dynamics only (Fig. 5c) [24]. The combination of our experimental data with a comparably simple theoretical model therefore gives important insights into carrier-injection
mechanisms in optically pumped semiconductors.
These examples demonstrate how attosecond science can
directly reveal optical-field-driven electron dynamics in solids that were inaccessible with previous methods. Given that
the optical fields oscillate at hundreds of THz, these tools
yield information that is relevant for the frequency scaling
of electronic and opto-electronic components and provide
hints about potential fundamental speed limitations of future
devices. From a fundamental physics point of view, these
experiments help to refine our understanding of light-matter
interaction in solids on atomic spatial and temporal scales.
6. Conclusion and outlook
The attosecond science of solids is still a rather young research field. Most studies so far have concentrated on
relatively simple materials and mainly focused on general
fundamental mechanisms of light-matter interaction. As the
experimental and theoretical tools mature, it is expected that
the field will expand towards more complex material classes. At the same time, a wide range of potentially fast electronic processes, such as charge transfer at interfaces of
different materials, still awaits investigation with these new
tools. Higher pulse repetition rates of attosecond sources
will improve the signal-to-noise ratio [25] and will be based

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5: Attosecond transient absorption in GaAs. a) Transient absorption data (experiment, left; ab initio theory, right). The dashed
green lines indicate the approximate positions of the field-free top
of the valence band and bottom of the conduction band. b) Simulation of conduction band response with simple three-band model.
The model indicates that the dominant features in the few-femto-

second transient response are due to intra-band electron dynamics. c) Number of carriers injected into the conduction band (top
panel) and squared electric field of the infrared pump pulse (bottom panel). The coupling of intra- and inter-band dynamics results
in a three-fold enhancement of the total of injected carriers. (Figures adapted from [24])
16
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on average-power scaling of diode-pumped fiber [26], thindisk [27] and slab [28] laser systems.
Meanwhile, with the European Extreme Light Infrastructure
(ELI, [29]) becoming operational, attosecond sources will for
the first time become accessible through a large user facility. Also the future ATHOS soft-X-ray beamline of SwissFEL
at PSI is planned to provide an attosecond pulse mode to
its users [30]. These pulses will be at photon energies that
are difficult to reach with HHG and at a photon flux that is
well beyond what is possible with conventional attosecond
sources. Both of these developments will help to expand
the community towards groups that are not specialists in
the generation and handling of attosecond pulses. Through
coverage of new parameter ranges, these facilities will enable entire new classes of experiments. It is expected that the
few examples discussed in this article are therefore merely
a beginning of the attosecond science of solids and beyond.
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